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The ethical issues raised by cybersecurity practices and technologies are of critical impor- 

tance. However, there is disagreement about what is the best ethical framework for under- 

standing those issues. In this paper we seek to address this shortcoming through the in- 

troduction of a principlist ethical framework for cybersecurity that builds on existing work 

in adjacent fields of applied ethics, bioethics, and AI ethics. By redeploying the AI4People 

framework, we develop a domain-relevant specification of five ethical principles in cyberse- 

curity: beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy, justice, and explicability. We then illustrate 

the advantages of this principlist framework by examining the ethical issues raised by four 

common cybersecurity contexts: penetration testing, distributed denial of service attacks 

(DDoS), ransomware, and system administration. These case analyses demonstrate the util- 

ity of this principlist framework as a basis for understanding cybersecurity ethics and for 

cultivating the ethical expertise and ethical sensitivity of cybersecurity professionals and 

other stakeholders. 

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The social and financial importance of cybersecurity is in-
creasingly being recognised by governments. This includes,
for the US alone, the roughly $100 billion annual cost of cy-
berattacks ( Bouveret, 2018 ) and a corresponding cybersecurity
market estimated to be worth $170 billion a year ( Awojana and
Chou, 2019 ). While there is much discussion around technical
solutions to cybersecurity issues, there is far less focus on the
ethical issues raised by cybersecurity. Cybersecurity is of crit-
ical ethical significance because cybersecurity technologies
have an important impact on human well-being as they make
possible many contemporary human organisations which rely
on the accessibility and integrity of data and computer sys-
tems. Cybersecurity raises important ethical trade-offs and
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complex moral issues, such as whether to pay hackers to ac-
cess data encrypted by ransomware or to intentionally deceive
people through social engineering while undertaking penetra-
tion testing. However, when ethical issues in cybersecurity are
explicitly discussed (e.g., Christen et al., 2020 ; Himma, 2007 ;
Manjikian, 2018 ), there remains broad disagreement about the
best conceptual framework for understanding these issues. To
deal with this problem, we redeploy to a cybersecurity con-
text a principlist framework, based upon literature in ethi-
cal AI (artificial intelligence) and bioethics ( Floridi et al., 2018 ;
Beauchamp and Childress, 2001 ), that focuses on five ethical
principles: beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy, justice,
and explicability. These principles can conflict with one an-
other and need to be balanced in a context-sensitive manner,
which can result in a range of ethical trade-offs that we ex-
plore by examining the ethical issues raised by four common
cybersecurity contexts: penetration (pen) testing, distributed
denial of service attacks (DDoS), ransomware, and system ad-
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inistration. By focusing on these common cases, these anal- 
ses demonstrate the utility of this principlist framework as 
 basis for understanding cybersecurity ethics and for culti- 
ating the ethical expertise of cybersecurity professionals and 

ther stakeholders. 

. Approaches to cybersecurity ethics 

here is an emerging literature on ethical issues related 

o cybersecurity or computer and information security 
 Nissenbaum, 2005 ). Cybersecurity is an academic discipline 
nd profession organised around the pursuit of the security 
f data, networks, and computer systems ( Manjikian, 2018 ; 
rey, 2007 ). Various cybersecurity technologies, such as fire- 
alls and encryption, are used to achieve this goal in the face 
f various threats, such as viruses or phishing attacks. Since 
ost important “human institutions/practices … rely upon …

he integrity, functionality, and reliability …. of data, systems,
nd networks” that cybersecurity technologies make possi- 
le, it follows that “ethical issues are at the core of cyberse- 
urity practices” because these secure “the ability of human 

ndividuals and groups to live well” ( Vallor, 2018 , p. 4). While 
uch of the academic literature specifically on the ethics 

f cybersecurity is fairly recent ( Brey, 2007 ; Christen et al.,
020 ; Himma, 2007 , 2008 ; Manjikian, 2018 ; Tavani, 2007 ; 
immers, 2019 ), this literature builds on earlier work on the 
hacker ethic” ( Himma, 2008 , p. 205) and pioneering work in 

omputer ethics more generally (e.g. Weizenbaum, 1972 ; for a 
rief history see Manjikian, 2018 , pp. 16–20). 

An important distinction is often made in this literature 
etween the ethical issues related to state or national cyber- 
ecurity and those related to civil or commercial cybersecu- 
ity. The former grouping includes issues such as cyberwar- 
are and state-sponsored cyber-surveillance, which are typi- 
ally discussed in terms of just war theory, state sovereignty,
nternational relations, and national security ( Meyer, 2020 ; 
chlehahn, 2020 ). In contrast, the latter includes issues such 

s the hacking of commercial entities or end users, which 

re not typically discussed in such terms and which raise a 
ifferent set of ethical issues ( Nissenbaum, 2005 ; 2011 ). To 
ocus our discussion, we limit ourselves to the ethical is- 
ues raised by computer or information security in the con- 
ext of civil or commercial cybersecurity where issues such 

s just war theory, state sovereignty and national security 
re not central. We thus omit discussion of state cybersecu- 
ity cases (but for a treatment of such cases see: Efrony and 

hany, 2018 ; Macnish, 2018 ; Manjikian, 2018 ; Meyer, 2020 ; 
chlehahn, 2020 ; Stevens, 2020 ). Cybersecurity within a civil 
r commercial context encompasses not only threats to in- 
rastructure that stores commercial or user data, but also an 

ncillary set of financial, psychological, and social harms asso- 
iated with the everyday use of information and communica- 
ions technologies. For example, decisions to regulate speech 

osted on platforms (whether manually by a web administra- 
or or as automated by a software engineer) involves apply- 
ng normative standards of “fighting words” or “hate speech”
hat recognise threats to other users’ psychological wellbe- 
ng ( Goldenziel and Cheema, 2019 ; Klein, 2019 ). Such norma- 
ive questions can arise during the everyday responsibilities 
f software engineers or system administrators who act as 
gents of users’ cybersecurity. 

Much of the discussion in the literature on cybersecu- 
ity ethics focuses on the conflict between privacy and se- 
urity ( Van de Poel, 2020 ). However, this focus is too limiting
 Christen et al., 2020 ). First, because cybersecurity technolo- 
ies are both a prerequisite for ensuring privacy ( Zajko, 2018 ) 
nd a means of violating privacy ( Hildebrandt, 2013 ). Second,
ecause (as we shall see below) there are many other relevant 
thical considerations, which means that a focus on privacy 
lone is both too narrow and masks other important ethical 
ssues. Privacy is not the only and not always the most impor- 
ant ethical concern in cybersecurity. Nonetheless, privacy re- 

ains of core importance to cybersecurity ethics as our below 

ramework makes clear, although we argue that it needs to be 
nchored across a broader moral framework. 

Two broad approaches to cybersecurity ethics have 
merged. The first approach is to apply core underlying moral 
heories, such as utilitarianism, directly to cybersecurity is- 
ues. The second approach is to develop a cluster of mid-level 
thical principles for cybersecurity contexts. In addition, both 

pproaches make use of casuistry, which is a detailed case 
y case method of analysis ( Kuczewski, 1998 ). These two ap- 
roaches are common in other areas of applied ethics, such as 
ioethics or ethical AI ( Beauchamp and DeGrazia, 2004 ). 

In terms of the first approach, a common method is to di- 
ectly apply the big three ethical theories of consequential- 
sm, deontological (which usually means Kantian) ethics, and 

irtue ethics (e.g., Mouton et al., 2015 ). A prominent recent 
xample of this approach in the cybersecurity ethics context 
s Manjikian (2018) . However, there are several problems with 

his approach. First, by necessity, such an analysis tends to 
e overly simplistic. Each major ethical theory is complicated 

nd there are competing versions and entrenched disagree- 
ents within each theory ( Formosa, 2017 ). Applying these 

ase moral theories to complicated real-world issues tends to 
kip over these details and ignores important disagreements 
n the literature that can lead to conflicting outcomes. Sec- 
nd, which of the big three ethical theories should we ap- 
ly when they give conflicting results, given the persistent 

ack of agreement about which ethical theory (if any) is best? 
his is a problem because no theory has overwhelming nor- 
ative authority ( Beauchamp and DeGrazia, 2004 ). Third, it is 

ar from straightforward how to get from abstract and gen- 
ral underlying moral theories to concrete cases in cyberse- 
urity. For example, how do we get from the dignity of hu- 
anity to the ethics of hacking back against a foreign actor 

o prevent a DDoS attack which could impact innocent third 

arties? Fourth, this approach fails to clearly bring forth the 
thical issues, values and principles that are most relevant in 

he specific domain in question. For example, even if we know 

hat maximising utility, respecting humanity, or acting virtu- 
usly is most important, how do we get from that to the eth-

cal minutiae of cybersecurity practices? While none of these 
ell-known issues are fatal for this approach, they all remain 

ignificant problems to be overcome. The last two issues are 
articularly problematic in the context of developing a useful 
ramework for cultivating the ethical sensitivity of cybersecu- 
ity professionals, since focusing on general ethical theories 
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fails to foreground the specific ethical issues at play in cyber-
security. 

The second broad approach is to outline a series of mid-
level and domain-specific principles. This approach is com-
monly known as “principlism” and it remains the “dom-
inant approach in biomedical ethics today” ( Shea, 2020b ,
p. 442), where the four basic principles of beneficence,
non-maleficence, autonomy, and justice are widely used
( Beauchamp and Childress, 2001 ). Rather than rely on any sin-
gle general moral theory, these principles are affirmed from
a range of different moral theories and common-sense moral
intuitions ( Shea, 2020b ). These mid-level principles operate at
a less general level than moral theories, while being explicitly
connected to a particular normative domain such as bioethics.
This approach raises its own set of problems, with the two
most prominent being: 1) how to apply these mid-level prin-
ciples to specific cases; and 2) how to deal with conflicts and
tensions between these mid-level principles ( Davis, 1995 ). The
solution to the first problem is to provide “specification”: the
“principles must be specified to suit the needs of particular
contexts” ( Beauchamp and DeGrazia, 2004 , p. 61). The solu-
tion to the second problem is to draw on casuistry and case
analysis to demonstrate how the “balancing” of principles in
concrete cases is achieved ( Beauchamp and DeGrazia, 2004 ,
p. 61). There is also debate about how many principles there
should be and how those principles are justified ( Davis, 1995 ;
Shea, 2020b ). 

While both approaches have their strengths and weak-
nesses, we adopt a principlist approach here for two key rea-
sons. First, because it is by far the most common approach to
cybersecurity ethics, and it is also the most common approach
in other areas of applied ethics, such as bioethics ( Shea, 2020a )
and AI ethics ( Floridi and Cowls, 2019 ; Hagendorff, 2020 ). This
allows us to build on a rich and widely appealing foundation.
Second, because this approach is the most useful one for ex-
plicitly bringing forth both the relevant ethical principles in
a particular domain (i.e., specification) and the ethical con-
flicts that exist through case analysis (i.e., balancing). This is
particularly important when considering the use of an ethical
framework in an education or training context. In such cases it
is important to focus on the four components of ethical exper-
tise ( Rest et al., 1999 ). Specifically, these are focus (prioritising
morality), sensitivity (recognising morality), judgement (de-
ciding what morality requires), and action (doing what moral-
ity requires), as outlined in the “Morality Play” framework for
developing ethical expertise ( Staines et al., 2019 ). 

Being aware of the different ethical principles at play in a
specific domain is important for ethical sensitivity training as
it helps in making the relevant ethical issues explicit so that
they can be recognised in practice; making the ethical prin-
ciples explicit is also important for training moral focus as it
brings home the ethical importance of choices; focusing on
balancing conflicts between principles can help us to generate
concrete scenarios for training moral judgement ; and showing
how to resolve ethical conflicts in real-world cases can help to
demonstrate moral action . This illustrates the potential utility
of the framework as a useful basis for cultivating the ethical
expertise of cybersecurity professionals. The necessity of in-
corporating “ethical reasoning development into engineering
professional preparation” has been previously recognised, and
this similarly applies to analogous technical skillsets such as
cybersecurity ( Hess et al., 2019 , p. 83). This development re-
quires the ability to reason with ethical principles and goes
beyond knowing relevant codes of conduct (which we discuss
below), since practitioners need to be able to deal with ethical
“grey areas”, conflicts, vagueness and incompleteness in eth-
ical guidelines, and novel situations raised by new technolo-
gies ( Hess et al., 2019 , p. 83). However, we focus here primarily
on sensitivity as we emphasise the importance of recognising
ethical conflicts between principles, rather than arguing how
to resolve those conflicts (i.e., judgement), since our goal here
is to demonstrate the usefulness of a principlist framework
for cultivating ethical sensitivity rather than resolve contro-
versial substantive disagreements about specific cases. 

3. Specifying a principlist framework for 
cybersecurity ethics 

Most existing frameworks in cybersecurity ethics adopt a prin-
ciplist approach. However, there are a large range of differ-
ent sets of principles that might be developed and applied,
and these sometimes overlap or conflict. Many of these frame-
works are outlined in a recent edited volume that is an output
from the CANVAS (Constructing an Alliance for Value-driven
Cybersecurity) project ( Christen et al., 2020 ). A summary of ex-
isting principlist frameworks in this area can be found within
Table 1 . While there is some overlap, the variety of principles
demonstrates a lack of consensus about the best framework
for understanding cybersecurity ethics. It is also apparent that
many frameworks succumb to the problem of principle prolif-
eration, whereby new principles are added in an effort to cap-
ture the diversity of moral concerns relevant to a particular
domain. 

While these frameworks are an excellent place to start,
it remains unclear which specific principles should be used.
This is an important problem that is not easily resolved.
One solution is to attempt to integrate the various frame-
works into a novel one, although this would not necessar-
ily resolve disagreements about which principles ought to
prevail in a consolidated list. A second solution is to bring
this newer area of research into closer alignment with es-
tablished areas of applied ethics, such as bioethics, by re-
deploying existing principles while remaining sensitive to
domain-specific issues. An important example of this second
solution is found in the nearby area of research on ethical
AI. The AI4People framework ( Floridi et al., 2018 ) for ethical
AI is a useful model to draw on in this regard, as it builds
on Beauchamp and Childress’s four basic ethical principles
(autonomy, nonmaleficence, beneficence, and justice). How-
ever, rather than map them onto a new set of principles, as
Weber and Kleine (2020) attempt to do, they instead provide
domain specifications of these same four basic principles in
an AI context. They also add an extra fifth principle, expli-
cability , which incorporates both intelligibility and account-
ability, that emerges organically as significant in the AI con-
text. This additional fifth principle is also needed in the do-
main of cybersecurity ethics because the intelligibility of, and
accountability for, cybersecurity policies, practices and tech-
nologies are also significant ethical concerns in this domain.
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Table 1 – Summary of principlist frameworks for cybersecurity ethics. 

Source Ethical Principles 

Van de Poel (2020) 1) security, 2) privacy, 3) fairness, and 4) accountability. 
The Menlo Report (2012) 1) respect for persons, 2) beneficence, and 3) justice 
Loi and Christen (2020) 1) privacy, 2) data protection, 3) non-discrimination, 4) due process and free speech, and 5) physical 

integrity 
Weber and Kleine (2020) 1) efficiency and quality of service, 2) privacy of information and confidentiality of communication, 3) 

usability of services, and 4) safety. 
Morgan and Gordijn (2020) 1) privacy, 2) protection of data, 3) trust, 4) control, 5) accountability, 6) confidentiality, 7) responsibility on 

business to use ethical codes of conduct, 8) data integrity, 9) consent, 10) transparency, 11) availability, 12) 
accountability, 13) autonomy, 14) ownership, and 15) usability. 
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e will adopt a similar solution here by developing, for the 
rst time, a domain specification of the five ethical principles 
rom the AI4People framework in a cybersecurity context. This 
llows the framework to reformulate widely accepted princi- 
les and to connect to a long tradition of applied ethics re- 
earch, while still allowing for organic domain-specific mod- 
fications to emerge (such as in the treatment of privacy, dis- 
ussed below). To show that an ethical framework developed 

or one technological context, that of AI, applies to a differ- 
nt context, that of cybersecurity, we need to demonstrate the 
sefulness and breadth of the framework applied to cyber- 
ecurity. To do that we first outline a streamlined principlist 
ramework (specification) in this section, before illustrating 
he framework through case analysis of important cybersecu- 
ity issues (balancing) in the next section. The first key benefit 
f this framework over alternatives outlined above is that it 
etter coheres with principlist approaches in related areas of 
pplied ethics, thereby allowing the theory to tap into a rich 

heoretical vein of literature, achieve broad acceptability, and 

void ad-hocness. The second key benefit is the effectiveness 
f the framework (as shown in the next section) in identify- 

ng the full range of ethical issues in common cybersecurity 
ontexts, which is important for cybersecurity ethics training,
hile avoiding problematic principle proliferation. 

According to the framework (see Fig. 1 ), we can specify the 
ve basic principles of cybersecurity ethics as follows: 

• Beneficence: Cybersecurity technologies should be used to 
benefit humans, promote human well-being, and make our 
lives better overall. 
Non-maleficence: Cybersecurity technologies should not 
be used to intentionally harm humans or to make our lives 
worse overall. 
Autonomy: Cybersecurity technologies should be used in 

ways that respect human autonomy. Humans should be 
able to make informed decisions for themselves about how 

that technology is used in their lives. 
• Justice: Cybersecurity technologies should be used to pro- 

mote fairness, equality, and impartiality. It should not be 
used to unfairly discriminate, undermine solidarity, or pre- 
vent equal access. 
Explicability: Cybersecurity technologies should be used in 

ways that are intelligible, transparent, and comprehensi- 
ble, and it should also be clear who is accountable and re- 
sponsible for its use. 
While in a principlist framework all principles stand on an 

qual footing, each principle can have a different weight in dif- 
erent contexts. For example, in some cases autonomy may be 
he most important principle and override concerns to benefit 
eople, but in other cases the weighting might be the inverse 
ith beneficence being the more important principle. Balanc- 

ng principles requires sensitivity to the full range of ethical 
ssues covered by the five principles and the good judgement 
eeded to discern the relative weight of each principle and 

o resolve any ethical trade-offs in that specific context. skil- 
ul balancing also requires awareness that different principles 

ay be more or less salient in different contexts. 
The principles as outlined above remain at a high-level 

f abstraction thus far. The task of specification is to fill 
n the domain-relevant details. We start to do that here in 

ig. 1 which outlines various cybersecurity relevant ethical is- 
ues that emerge for each principle. We further the job of spec- 
fication in the next section where we show how these prin- 
iples and underlying ethical concerns emerge in four com- 
on cybersecurity contexts. However, we remain throughout 

he paper at the level of principle specification. Future work 
ould involve the development of detailed guidelines that fol- 
ow from the principles we outline here, but such guidelines 
r codes are additional and complementary to, and do not re- 
ove the need for, the principled-informed ethical reasoning 

hat we demonstrate here. But first we briefly outline what is 
overed by each principle, before explaining the special role 
hat privacy, which appears in different forms under multiple 
rinciples, has in our specification of this framework. 

Non-maleficence: Cybersecurity practices focus on the 
vailability, integrity, and confidentiality of data and sys- 
ems ( Brey, 2007 ). When data or systems are unavailable (e.g.
hrough a DDoS attack), have their integrity compromised 

e.g. through a hacker modifying files), and where confiden- 
iality is not maintained (e.g. when patients’ digital records 
re obtained improperly), then harm follows. Preventing these 
arms falls under the principle of non-maleficence. There are 
arious forms these harms could take, including: privacy vi- 
lations (e.g. when data confidentiality is breached); finan- 
ial harms (e.g. loss of earning because a website is inac- 
essible [Christen et al., 2017] ); physical harms (e.g. where a 
yber breach leads to physical harm, such as with Stuxnet 
Hildebrandt, 2013] ); psychological harms (e.g. harms to men- 
al health and well-being that can result from data breaches 
Molitorisz, 2020] ); system (e.g. costly repairs to a system) and 

ata harms (e.g. data recovery or restore costs); and repu- 
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Fig. 1 – Five cybersecurity ethics principles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tational harms (e.g. others won’t trust your services if it is
breached by hackers). The question of what constitutes harm,
and how severe that harm is understood to be, is important
for the application of the non-maleficence principle and its
interaction with the other principles. We can see this, for
example, in debates about what severity of “harm”, such as
a cybercrime, is necessary to justify another harm, such as
privacy violations through covert surveillance ( Simone, 2009 ;
Harcourt, 1999 ). 

Beneficence: Cybersecurity practices not only help us to
avoid various harms, but they can also have many posi-
tive benefits and improve human well-being. Cybersecurity
makes possible interactions, such as internet banking and
e-commerce, that have enormous benefits ( Manjikian, 2018 ).
When we know that our systems and data are secured and
accessible, we can interact with, store, and generate data with
the confidence that it will be protected. There are many such
benefits, including: promoting well-being (e.g. having personal
data kept protected can be important for emotional health
and well-being); protecting privacy (e.g. having one’s privacy
protected is important for self-development and negotiating
relationships with others); financial benefits (e.g. good cyber-
security can have massive financial benefits [Awojana and
Chou, 2019] ); reputational benefits (e.g. improved reputation
from having good cybersecurity could improve sales); con-
nectivity (e.g. we can connect and share more openly with
one another if the availability, integrity, and confidentiality
of our data is ensured); and strengthen trust (e.g. we can de-
velop trust in computer systems where good cybersecurity is
in place). But as with non-maleficence, it matters what we un-
derstand as counting as benefits (e.g. do we focus only on finan-
cial benefits or also include harder to measure improvements
in well-being?) and how we quantify different benefits (e.g. how
do we weigh financial against well-being benefits?) when it
comes to applying and balancing the beneficence principle. 

Autonomy: Autonomy is about directing our own lives in
accordance with our values ( Formosa, 2013 ). This requires that
we have control over who can access our data and systems.
Consent is a key factor when it comes to autonomy since it is
often through consent that we can rightfully obtain access to
others and their data and systems ( Molitorisz, 2020 ). Cyberse-
curity can both prevent unauthorised access to our data and
facilitate access where consent is obtained. In terms of auton-
omy, cybersecurity can ensure: informed consent (e.g. cyber-
security can require us to get consent before accessing infor-
mation and systems); control data and access (e.g. cyberse-
curity can give us control over our information and systems);
privacy settings (e.g. users should have some control over their
own privacy); ownership (e.g. to have a property right over our
data requires that it be secured); respect for persons (e.g. treat-
ing people as ends in themselves means treating them as self-
directing agents, which requires getting their consent when
you wish to use them or their information [Formosa, 2017] );
and relationships (e.g. relationships depend in part on being
able to trust one another and share different types of informa-
tion with each other which cybersecurity can help to make
possible). This principle raises several important questions,
such as whether we own all the data we generate, when a per-
son’s consent is needed to access or record their data, what
counts as informed consent given the complexity of privacy
settings ( Nissenbaum, 2011 ), and when other considerations,
such as preventing psychological harm to others (as part of
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on-maleficence), can override the need to obtain an individ- 
al’s consent. 

Justice: Justice requires, amongst other things, ensuring 
airness, accessibility and preventing bias ( Floridi et al., 2018 ).
n a cybersecurity context this includes: ensuring democracy 
nd free speech (e.g. which requires accessibility of informa- 
ion and secure platforms for speech [Loi and Christen, 2020] ); 
voiding bias (e.g. ensuring cybersecurity technology, such as 
acial recognition in security cameras, is not biased against 

inorities [Hagendorff, 2020] ); providing accessibility and us- 
bility (e.g. people need to be able to access and use infor- 
ation and systems, and some vulnerable groups may find 

t more difficult to navigate cybersecurity measures such as 
wo factor authentication [Loi and Christen, 2020] ); procedu- 
al fairness (e.g. following due process in dealing with a cy- 
ersecurity policy violation [Blanken-Webb et al., 2018] ); sub- 
tantive fairness (e.g. has a fair outcome been achieved?); pro- 
ecting rights (e.g. are property, data and privacy rights be- 
ng protected?); and allowing self-defence (e.g. to what ex- 
ent can an organisation “hack back” against a DDoS attack? 
 Stevens, 2020 ; Tavani, 2007 ]). Justice also requires a focus on 

he distribution of harms and benefits and a consideration of 
heir impacts on the least advantaged groups ( Rawls, 1971 ) 
e.g. does a choice of complicated login technologies prevent 
ccess to health records by elderly citizens who are most in 

eed of these services?). Justice issues cover a broad range,
nd this can create internal tensions between different jus- 
ice considerations. For example, a focus on accessibility of 
ata and usability of systems for vulnerable users, such as by 
ot requiring two factor authentication, can be in tension with 

nsuring the highest levels of cybersecurity to protect people’s 
roperty rights in their data. 

Explicability : Ethical cybersecurity systems and processes 
eed to be explainable and transparent, and people and or- 
anisations need to be held accountable for their operation.
his includes: accountability (e.g. who is responsible for a cy- 
ersecurity breach?); transparency (e.g. is it clear what cyber- 
ecurity policies and procedures are in place, including those 
round privacy?); the responsible use of AI in cybersecurity 
ontexts (e.g. is the AI properly supervised and is it clear 
ho is responsible for its operations? [Timmers, 2019] ); and 

he responsibility of organisations and groups to protect sys- 
ems and data (e.g. the responsibility to develop, maintain, and 

un good cybersecurity systems, policies, and practices). This 
ast point emphasises the ethical importance of ongoing pro- 
essional development and diligent work practices to ensure 
hat the responsibilities of relevant computing professionals 
o implement, and keep updated, effective cybersecurity pro- 
edures and technologies is met. Explicability raises issues 
round what counts as best practice when it comes to cyberse- 
urity, how to hold people and organisations accountable for 
ailures of cybersecurity, and what levels of transparency are 
ppropriate when it comes to cybersecurity operations. 

Finally, given its importance in the cybersecurity ethics lit- 
rature, we need to briefly justify the role of privacy in this 
ramework, which is mentioned in Fig. 1 under each of the 
ve principles rather than separated out as its own principle.
homson (1975, p. 295) writes that “the most striking thing 
bout the right to privacy is that nobody seems to have any 
ery clear idea what it is.” Privacy as a moral concept has 
een defined in a myriad of ways: a ‘right to be let alone’
erived from the principle of sovereign self-ownership and a 
ight to exclude access to oneself ( Warren and Brandeis, 1890 ,
. 205); a right to non-interference to prevent harms to one- 
elf, such as the unauthorised access of private facts, publicis- 
ng information in a false light, or appropriating one’s identity 
 Prosser, 1960 , pp. 390–401); an aspect of human dignity neces- 
ary to respect individuals as self-determining moral agents 
 Bloustein, 1964 , p. 971); as a ‘good’ within the just society,
ecessary for establishing relationships characterised by “re- 
pect, love, friendship, and trust” ( Fried, 1968 , p. 475); and as a
ight to freedom from arbitrary surveillance as determined by 
 community of equals engaging in democratic deliberation 

 Newell, 2014 , p. 521). As such, privacy is “a sweeping concept,
ncompassing (amongst other things) freedom of thought,
ontrol over one’s body, solitude in one’s home, control over 
ersonal information, freedom from surveillance, protection 

f one’s reputation, and protection from searches and inter- 
ogations” ( Solove, 2008 , p. 1). This multifaceted nature of pri- 
acy presents a challenge for articulating its role and function 

ithin a principlist framework. 
Privacy could be incorporated within a principlist 

ramework in several ways. For example, following 
loridi et al.’s (2018, p. 697) AI4People framework, we could 

nclude privacy as a component of the principle of non- 
aleficence alone. While this approach clearly incorporates 

n understanding of privacy as a right to non-interference,
t fails to accommodate the various other definitions of 
rivacy within the philosophical literature noted above. To 
emonstrate this, Table 2 provides an outline of how the 
arious definitions of privacy broadly relate to the other 
thical principles within the AI4people framework. 

It is important to note that the boundaries between these 
rinciples and the definitions of privacy are not absolute, and 

either are the noted relationships one-to-one. For example,
onceptualising privacy as a ‘right to be let alone’ as derived 

rom the principle of sovereign self-ownership can also be 
inked with the principle of autonomy. The important point 
o note here is the problem of artificially narrowing the scope 
f ‘privacy’ to a single principle, such as non-maleficence. 

An alternative approach to incorporating privacy is to in- 
lude it as a separate ethical principle that attempts to in- 
orporate the diversity of definitions noted above (e.g., Van de 
oel, 2020 ; Loi and Christen, 2020 ; Morgan and Gordijn, 2020 ).
hile such an approach might more accurately reflect the 
ultifaceted character of privacy, it perpetuates principle pro- 

iferation by ignoring the conceptual relationships between 

rivacy and existing principles as summarised within Table 2 .
onsider, for example, the attempt to incorporate privacy as a 
nitary principle defined as ‘freedom from unauthorised ac- 
ess to another individual’s personal information’. But in ar- 
iculating such a principle, we are still relying upon a more 
eneral principle of non-maleficence (i.e., where such unau- 
horised access is a type of harm that ought to be prevented).
imilarly, such an approach complicates attempts to iden- 
ify and define conflicts between ‘privacy’ and other ethi- 
al principles. For example, while there is an apparent con- 
ict between ‘privacy’ and ‘non-maleficence’ where a sys- 
em administrator is requested to provide another employee’s 
ersonal information to assist with a criminal investigation,
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Table 2 – Relationship between privacy and ethical principles. 

Ethical Principle Corresponding Definition of Privacy 

Non-Maleficence A right to non-interference to prevent harm ( Prosser, 1960 ) 
Justice A ‘right to be let alone’ ( Warren and Brandeis, 1890 ) 
Explicability A right to freedom from arbitrary surveillance ( Newell, 2014 ) 
Beneficence A ‘good’ within the just society ( Fried, 1968 ) 
Autonomy An aspect of human dignity ( Bloustein, 1964 ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

this again relies upon a narrow conception of privacy as a
right to non-interference. If we instead define privacy (with
Newell, 2014 ) as ‘freedom from arbitrary forms of surveillance’,
it may be reasonably claimed that ‘privacy’ has not been un-
duly violated here since the surveillance is not arbitrary. As
such, a more accurate description of this conflict might be be-
tween ‘autonomy’ (respecting the privacy of persons by not
accessing their personal information without consent), ‘non-
maleficence’, and ‘justice’ (recognising that violating some-
one’s privacy is a harm that may be necessary to prevent harm
to others and achieve justice). 

These various examples highlight the problem with con-
ceptualising privacy as a single ethical concept ( Solove, 2008 ,
p. 9). Cognisant of these difficulties, rather than speak of ‘pri-
vacy’ as a unitary principle, we have instead subsumed it un-
der the five more general ethical principles (see Fig. 1 ) so that
we can more clearly identify relevant value conflicts. In doing
so, we have organically modified previous principlist frame-
works (where privacy has been either included under non-
maleficence alone or separated out as a distinct principle) to
better account for the multifaceted role of privacy within cy-
bersecurity ethics. 

4. Balancing ethical principles in 

cybersecurity 

To continue the work of specifying and balancing the above
five principles in a cybersecurity context, we shall engage in
case analysis by exploring the following common cyberse-
curity scenarios: 1) penetration testing; 2) DDoS attacks; 3)
ransomware; and 4) system administration. We picked these
four cases as they represent scenarios that information and
communications technology (ICT) professionals can regularly
encounter. The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
Code of Ethics (which we discuss further below) also provides
several fictionalized scenarios “designed for educational pur-
poses to illustrate applying the Code to complex situations”
( ACM, 2018 , p.13). Our inclusion of case studies in this arti-
cle is driven by a similar goal. In presenting the case studies,
we focus on demonstrating how the five principles outlined
here can identify the full range of ethical issues that arise in
common cybersecurity contexts by placing the relevant prin-
ciple in brackets after identified ethical issues. Further, to en-
sure that the principlist framework is broadly applicable, we
focus on the underlying ethical conflicts that exist regardless
of jurisdictional or temporal differences in privacy law or com-
puter crime statutes. 
4.1. Ethical issues in penetration testing 

The concept behind penetration (pen) testing, or “ethical
hacking” ( Martin, 2017 ), is that by using methods of bypassing
security mechanisms that could be used by a nefarious actor,
an organisation is able to identify and deal with vulnerabil-
ities as part of cybersecurity risk mitigation. Pen testing can
be undertaken internally within an organisation or externally
by authorised cybersecurity firms (white hat), by unautho-
rised hackers seeking bug bounties and other rewards with-
out intending to harm organisations (grey hat), and by hack-
ers seeking to damage organisations and exploit vulnerabili-
ties (black hat) ( Manjikian, 2018 ). There can be clear benefits
for customer security from exposing vulnerabilities that lead
to fixes (beneficence), but if exposure of vulnerabilities occurs
before a fix is available or if vulnerabilities are intentionally
exploited then harm can result (non-maleficence). Pen test-
ing can also violate natural property rights (justice), disrespect
autonomy through the use of deception in social engineering
( Hatfield, 2019 ), and lack transparency (explicability) depend-
ing on what agreements, if any, are in place beforehand. Or-
ganisations may also have responsibilities to undertake pen
testing to ensure they have robust cybersecurity systems (ex-
plicability). 

Two key ethical issues raised by pen testing are whether
the pen tester has been authorised beforehand to undertake
the cyberattack and how the hacker and relevant organisa-
tions deal with any vulnerabilities that are discovered. For ex-
ample, Randal Schwartz, an Intel employee, was a system ad-
ministrator who ran an unauthorised password crack which
broke 48 of the 600 passwords he tested, including that of In-
tel’s Vice President ( Blanken-Webb et al., 2018 ). While there is
little doubt Schwartz was acting in the interests of his organ-
isation (see: Quarterman, 1995 ), the crack was reported by an-
other Intel employee before Schwartz presented his findings
to senior management. Consequently, Schwartz was accused
of corporate espionage and the matter was referred to police
for investigation. He was convicted in 1994 of three felonies
broadly relating to the unauthorised access and modification
of computer systems, although in 2007 his convictions were
officially set aside ( Leyden, 2007 ). Schwartz’s case illustrates
that pen testers risk violating an organisation’s property and
privacy rights (justice) and their autonomy if explicit autho-
risation is not obtained beforehand. Without transparency
around his actions, Schwartz also risked violating the prin-
ciple of explicability, even if his aims were to help his organ-
isation (beneficence) without doing harm (non-maleficence).
Bug bounty programs are another important case since they
encourage grey hat hackers to undertake unauthorised pen
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esting with the aim of discovering and reporting vulnerabili- 
ies ( Manjikian, 2018 ). Such actions are ethically risky for grey 
at hackers. For example, a 13-year-old Australian school- 
oy who penetrated Apple’s systems was motivated by a de- 
ire to impress the organisation to gain future employment 
ith them. However, rather than land him a job, the school- 
oy was charged with various computer hacking offences 
 Opie, 2019 ). This highlights the thin ethical line often faced 

y cybersecurity practitioners, since in other cases grey hat 
ackers have been financially rewarded rather than punished 

 Goodin, 2020 ). These examples show that, while beneficence 
nd non-maleficence are important ethical goals for pen test- 
ng, autonomy, rights (or justice) and transparency (i.e., expli- 
ability) must also be respected. 

These cases also raise the issue of how the “ethical 
acker” should respond when vulnerabilities are detected.
artin (2017) contrasts an ethical “low road” of “immediate 

ull [public] disclosure”, which creates opportunities for black 
at hackers to exploit exposed vulnerabilities, with an ethi- 
al “high road” of “responsible disclosure”, which involves first 
isclosing vulnerabilities to impacted organisations privately 
nd only publicly disclosing vulnerabilities after a fix or miti- 
ation has been released. A complication occurs when an or- 
anisation fails to fix, or is unable to fix in a timely manner,
 vulnerability after receiving notification from a pen tester.
he pen tester then has the option of leaving the vulnerability 
ublicly undisclosed, which leaves users unaware of a vulner- 
bility that could be actively exploited, or disclosing publicly a 
ulnerability after a set period of time, which can lead to (or in- 
rease) its active exploitation in the absence of a fix. This case 
equires weighing up the benefits to users through disclosure 
f the vulnerabilities (beneficence), potential harm that both 

isclosure and nondisclosure may cause (non-maleficence), a 
equirement to be transparent (explicability), and the impor- 
ance of meeting any contractual obligations that may be in 

lace (justice and autonomy). The best ethical option will, as 
lways, depend on the details of cases but if, for example, the 
enefits to users are very great (e.g. there are viable software 
lternatives) and the potential harms are very low (e.g. the 
hance of exploitation is not markedly increased by public dis- 
losure), there are no prior contractual arrangements in place,
nd the process of detection was justifiable, then public dis- 
losure may be appropriate, although this judgement won’t 
pply to all cases. 

There are several standard frameworks and methodologies 
or conducting penetration tests, including: the Open Source 
ecurity Testing Methodology Manual (OSSTMM), the Penetra- 
ion Testing Execution Standard (PTES), the NIST Special Pub- 
ication 800–115 ( Scarfone et al., 2008 ), the Information Sys- 
em Security Assessment Framework, and the OWASP Test- 
ng Guide (for a comparison see Shanley and Johnstone, 2015 ).

hile standards aim to ensure that services and systems are 
afe and reliable, compliance is voluntary and the guidelines 
hey provide are not associated with ethical principles (unlike 
thical codes of conduct, which we explore below). This gap 

ighlights that there is an important educative role for ethi- 
al frameworks such as the one presented here, as they can 

elp to make the relevant ethical principles explicit and in- 
rease sensitivity amongst cybersecurity professionals to the 
ange of ethical conflicts that can occur. 
.2. Ethical issues in DDoS attacks 

 denial of service attack (DoS) is a cyberattack that attempts 
o deny access to a computer system or server ( Mirkovic and 

eiher, 2004 ). This attacks the availability of data or services,
ithout undermining the confidentiality and integrity of data.
his typically occurs by flooding a website with many more re- 
uests than it can handle (such as a HTTP request flood), mak- 

ng it difficult or impossible for legitimate users to access the 
ite ( Herrmann and Pridöhl, 2020 ). To create enough service re- 
uests to bring down a site, hackers often instigate distributed 

enial of service attacks (DDoS), which is a DoS attack that 
riginates from multiple systems simultaneously and which 

sually involves using many hacked innocent third-party de- 
ices to send bogus requests to a server to undermine avail- 
bility for legitimate users. This can involve using malware 
o infect other computers and devices to transform them into 
 botnet controlled by the attacker ( Antonakakis et al., 2017 ).
he use of botnets in a DDoS attack can, in comparison to a
oS attack, make it difficult to identify both the presence of an 

ttack and the initiator of the attack, and include larger vol- 
mes of traffic and innocent third parties in any attack back 
cenarios. 

There are two main types of responses to DDoS attacks 
 Dietzel et al., 2016 ; Himma, 2008 ; Martin, 2017 ): active re-
ponses (e.g. to attack back against the attacker) and passive 
esponses (e.g. trying to block illegitimate traffic and increase 
andwidth). There are ethical issues with both responses. The 
ain difficulty with attempting to block the malicious traf- 

c causing the denial of service is that the malicious traffic is 
ften indistinguishable from legitimate traffic. One response 
o this is blackhole filtering which involves routing both le- 
itimate and malicious traffic into a ‘blackhole’ where the re- 
uest is dropped from the network ( Dietzel et al., 2016 ). While
his approach has benefits in keeping the site open for some 
sers (beneficence), it comes at the cost of denying service to 
ome legitimate traffic and thus harming innocent users (non- 
aleficence). This could be particularly significant if it in- 

olves access to important time-sensitive data, such as med- 
cal records. There are also justice concerns in the indiscrim- 
nate denial of service to some legitimate traffic. Further, the 
act that the traffic has been routed to a ‘blackhole’ is not al-
ays made explicit to legitimate traffic and this can result in 

 lack of explanation as to the reason for the denial of service
explicability). Greater discrimination between legitimate and 

alicious traffic can help to offset some of these negative eth- 
cal consequences, as can the purchasing of more bandwidth,
ut more sophisticated DDoS attacks result in malicious traf- 
c that is very difficult to detect and can overwhelm avail- 
ble bandwidth. Ethical solutions will seek to balance the need 

o minimise harms (e.g. by purchasing more bandwidth) with 

he requirement to be transparent (e.g. through announce- 
ents) and avoid bias and unfairness in blocking traffic (e.g.

ot blocking all traffic from, say, Africa). 
Active responses to DDoS attacks involve “hacking back”

 Himma, 2008 ). Himma (2008) differentiates between benign 

nd aggressive responses. An aggressive response could in- 
olve attacking the attackers to try to prevent the denial of 
ervice. One version of this is to reroute the DoS attack pack- 
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ets back at the attackers to overwhelm their servers. An ex-
ample of this is Conxion’s response to a DoS attack by the
Electrohippies ( Himma, 2008 ). In contrast, an example of a be-
nign response is to undertake a “traceback” to attempt to iden-
tify the perpetrators of the attack. Both responses raise ethi-
cal issues. An aggressive attack back will likely inflict harm
on innocent third parties (non-maleficence). This could oc-
cur either through attacking innocent bots in a botnet or
by negatively impacting innocent parties such as legitimate
users who might be trying to access the sites being targeted
by the attack back. A benign traceback, while it may not
cause any significant harm, does involve unauthorised effects
to victims’ machines (autonomy), which may amount to an
infringement of “the property rights of innocent person[ s ]”
(justice) ( Himma, 2008 ) and include privacy violations (non-
maleficence). While active responses can cause unnecessary
harm to others (non-maleficence), they also help to discour-
age future attacks and can help to end the current attack more
quickly (beneficence). While tracebacks can help to facilitate
justice by identifying the perpetrators, they can also under-
mine the property and privacy rights of, and fail to get con-
sent from, impacted third parties (justice and autonomy). Fur-
ther, insofar as such responses are often opaque and unex-
plained, they raise explicability concerns. Together these au-
tonomy, justice and explicability concerns mean that the bar
for ethically justifying attack backs on the grounds of avoiding
harms or achieving benefits is not an easy one to meet. 

Another issue is whether offensive DoS or DDoS attacks
can be ethically justified. This occurs when the aim of the
DoS attack is to achieve justice, benefit people, or frustrate
a bad actor. This is also known as “hacktivism” ( Efrony and
Shany, 2018 ; Himma, 2008 ; Manjikian, 2018 ). One example is
the 2006 case of German activists who carried out a DDoS
attack against Lufthansa to “protest the fact that the air-
line was cooperating in the deportation of asylum seekers”
( Manjikian, 2018 ). Another example is Operation Payback,
which involved a DDoS attack on banks and payments sites,
such as PayPal and Visa, that had withdrawn banking facili-
ties from WikiLeaks ( Mackey, 2010 ). Such cases raise several
ethical issues. They are often intended to harm a powerful
or disreputable group (non-maleficence) with the intent of
helping another (often more vulnerable) group (beneficence).
In the above German case, the attack was designed to harm
Lufthansa and to help asylum seekers. But such attacks also
harm innocent third parties (non-maleficence), such as cus-
tomers wanting to purchase aeroplane tickets who are un-
able to do so since access to booking sites was denied by
the DDoS attack. While the actions of hacktivists are typically
non-violent, they do harm others (non-maleficence) and fail
to get the consent of all impacted parties (autonomy), even
if they aim to benefit others (beneficence). Some hacktivists
also claim to be engaged in legitimate acts of civil disobedi-
ence aimed at changing unjust laws or policies (justice), al-
though the legitimacy of this is strongly contested by others
( Himma, 2008 ), since public explanation and the acceptance of
legal responsibility are important components of civil disobe-
dience ( Rawls, 1971 ) and many hacktivists attempt to hide be-
hind anonymity ( Bodó, 2014 ). This suggests that ethical hack-
tivists should explain and accept legal responsibility for their
 

actions (explicability) and seek to minimise harm to third par-
ties. 

A further issue is the decision of DDoS protection ven-
dors, such as Cloudflare, to withdraw DDoS protection ser-
vices to 8chan and related sites that host hate speech, in-
citements to violence, illegal content, or are connected to ter-
rorist or racist attacks ( Brodkin, 2020 ; for discussion of the
Cloudflare and 8chan case see Taylor and Wong, 2019 ). Deny-
ing DDoS protection services to such sites opens those sites
up to DDoS attacks by hacktivists, which risks harming some
users of those sites (non-maleficence) and potentially restrict-
ing their users’ free speech (justice), but can also help to pre-
vent illegal activity, violence, terrorism, and hate speech (jus-
tice and non-maleficence). An organisation providing cyber-
security services also has a right (within bounds) to choose
who they will provide protective services to (justice), and this
reinforces the importance of both the provider and the recip-
ient consenting to the provision of security services (auton-
omy). In this case, the autonomy of service providers to act
on their values seems to override their obligation to protect
others hosting questionable or illegal content, although there
can also be legal obligations and rights at play in various juris-
dictions, such as non-discrimination in service provision (jus-
tice), that may outweigh other ethical considerations. 

4.3. Ethical issues in ransomware attacks 

Ransomware attacks are becoming more common, with one
study claiming that they had tripled between 2017 and 2018
( Morgan and Gordijn, 2020 ). WannaCry and Petya are two
prominent recent ransomware attacks, with the former hit-
ting the British NHS which resulted in cancelled medical
appointments and diverted ambulances ( Hern, 2017 ). Ran-
somware works by either encrypting data (cryptors) or block-
ing access to data (blockers) with the intention of extracting
financial gains ( Morgan and Gordijn, 2020 ). Typically, this out-
come is achieved by offering to unencrypt or provide access to
the data in exchange for the payment of a ransom. Although
users sometimes gain access to their data after a ransom is
paid, this is not always the case, meaning that the outcomes
of paying a ransom are not clear ( Herrmann and Pridöhl, 2020 ).
This issue is complicated by the presence of cyberliability in-
surance cover, which creates a moral hazard by limiting the
motives of organisations to prevent ransomware attacks as
they will not have to bear the full costs of those breaches
( Manjikian, 2018 ). 

There are several responses to ransomware attacks that
cybersecurity practitioners might pursue. First, try to isolate
the damage by taking infected computers offline and then at-
tempt to decrypt or gain access to the data. This has a low
probability of success ( Loi and Christen, 2020 ). Second, isolate
the damage and then perform a full system and data recov-
ery from unaffected backups. This assumes that up-to-date
backups and the expertise to recover systems and data ex-
ists. There may also be significant system downtime while the
recovery takes place, which can be costly (non-maleficence).
Third, pay the ransom, or have one’s insurer pay the ransom,
and hope that the hacker provides access to the data after the
payment is made. Further, some organisations have also cho-
sen to attack the source of the ransomware to prevent pay-
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ents. For example, the email box used by the authors of the 
etya ransomware was deleted ( Herrmann and Pridöhl, 2020 ),
hich meant users infected by the ransomware who wanted 

o pay for decryption keys (autonomy) could not contact the 
ackers. Another example is that of a government computer 
mergency response team (CERT) attacking ransomware by 
reventing access to payment servers so that victims cannot 
ay ransoms ( Loi and Christen, 2020 ). 

These various options each raise ethical issues. While 
locking payment sites or services used by ransomware at- 
ackers might help to discourage future ransomware attacks 
beneficence), it does so at the cost of harming those who 
eed access to their encrypted data (non-maleficence) who no 

onger have the choice to pay hackers for that access (auton- 
my). This is particularly significant where the data is very im- 
ortant and where access is time sensitive, such as with med- 

cal records. Restoring data from backups can be time con- 
uming and expensive, if it is even possible, and it can in- 
olve significant delays for access to systems and data which 

an in turn cause harms, such as missed medical appoint- 
ents (non-maleficence). This can make restoring data more 

ostly and more harmful than simply paying for decryption 

 Dudley, 2019 ). However, while paying for decryption might 
enefit users by giving them quick access to their data (benef- 

cence), this can come at the significant cost of encourag- 
ng further ransomware attacks on others (non-maleficence).
n terms of autonomy, attacking payment and email service 
roviders used by ransomware attackers denies victims the 
hoice of whether to pay a ransom to access their data. System 

perators may also have a legal obligation (justice) and a moral 
esponsibility (explicability) to ensure they use best practices 
o protect and backup user data in their control ( Fuster and 

asmontaite, 2020 ). This might involve putting in place protec- 
ions to limit ransomware attacks, such as anti-phishing and 

ocial engineering training for staff, spam blockers for email 
ystems, and data backup and recovery plans ( Brewer, 2016 ).
owever, cyberliability insurance cover can complicate these 
atters, as it can make it cheaper to pay an insurance de- 

uctible in the event of a ransomware attack (beneficence) 
ather than pay to restore the system from backups or pay 
or better security to prevent the attack in the first place (jus- 
ice) ( Dudley, 2019 ). There can also be a lack of clear explana- 
ion regarding policies and practices that are in place to pre- 
ent and respond to ransomware attacks, as well as failures to 
old to account those responsible for poor cybersecurity prac- 

ices or a lack of professional development and diligence (ex- 
licability). Paying for insurance does not alleviate the ethical 
bligation to prevent ransomware attacks through investing 

n good security measures and implementing backup and re- 
overy plans (explicability), and the choice of whether to pay 
 ransom must consider not only individual benefits but also 
he harms imposed on others through increasing the attrac- 
iveness of ransomware (non-maleficence). 

.4. Ethical issues in cybersecurity system administration 

he system administrator role is important for ensuring the 
ecurity of an organisation’s computer systems. System ad- 
inistrators are typically responsible for giving users access 

o the internet and organisational IT resources in an equitable 
anner (justice), managing file servers (beneficence) and or- 
anisational firewalls (non-maleficence), monitoring internet 
onnections and local area networks (LAN) for threats, and en- 
uring the latest security protocols and software are in place 
non-maleficence and explicability). Decision making will of- 
en involve choosing settings and defaults (e.g. on servers and 

rewalls) that will have consequences on utilisation of ICT 

esources (beneficence) and deciding who has what level of 
ccess to ICT resources (autonomy) to minimise risk (non- 
aleficence). These decisions may restrict an individual’s ac- 

ess to resources (justice) and their ICT choices (autonomy),
nd therefore these decisions should be transparent (explica- 
ility) without making the organisation vulnerable to cyberat- 
acks (non-maleficence). Surveillance by system administra- 
ors of the ICT behaviour of users for the benefit (beneficence) 
nd protection (non-maleficence) of the organisation poses an 

mportant privacy issue for individuals through the monitor- 
ng of their ICT usage (non-maleficence and autonomy). 

System administrators face many dilemmas where the five 
thical principles compete with one another. One collection 

f dilemmas involves decisions about how much agency end 

sers should be given with regards to security and system up- 
ates and settings. For example, a system administrator might 
ecide to use ethical worms to ensure that devices have up-to- 
ate protection (non-maleficence), yet this conflicts with seek- 

ng the consent of device owners (autonomy) and respecting 
heir ownership rights (justice) ( Aycock and Maurushat, 2008 ).
utomating updates raises questions about a fair distribution 

f the costs and benefits of ICTs (justice). Decisions to auto- 
ate updates can disproportionately disrupt device usability 

mongst end users with disabilities if program or system in- 
erfaces are impacted ( Vaniea and Rashidi, 2016 ; Gor and As- 
inall, 2015 ). Automating security updates also impedes the 
isibility of such measures to end users (explicability), thereby 
epriving them of potential opportunities to learn basic cyber- 
ecurity skills ( Wash et al., 2014 ). This is important because 
f the existence of a “digital divide” between social groups,
hich leads to different levels of exposure to vulnerabilities 

ccording to the underlying distribution of technical exper- 
ise ( Dodel and Mesch, 2018 ; Albrechtsen and Hovden, 2009 ).
et the problem cannot be resolved simply through the com- 
lete automation of security updates as human factors are 
n unavoidable part of cybersecurity. For example, as long as 
ome updates (e.g. system critical updates) require human in- 
ut to preserve the utility of devices, ensuring that end users 
re aware of the purpose, functions, and scope of security set- 
ings remains desirable ( Vaniea and Rashidi, 2016 ) and helps 
o avoid security breaches (non-maleficence). Similarly, hu- 

an factors are an unavoidable aspect of user authentica- 
ion, including via password management, resistance to so- 
ial engineering and phishing attacks, and anti-bot measures 
uch as CAPTCHA tests ( Hoonakker et al., 2009 ; von Ahn et al.,
003 ). Thus, system administrators must balance ethical con- 
erns around the avoidance of harms through automating up- 
ates, with the limitations this places on users’ autonomy, the 
omplex justice considerations it raises in terms of usability 
nd digital divides, and explicability issues about cybersecu- 
ity awareness through transparency. 

System administrators must also consider questions about 
ow the oversight of computer systems can influence interac- 
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tions between end users. The provision of cybersecurity, like
other forms of security, can require regulation of users’ be-
haviour to prevent harms, such as hate speech or reputational
harms ( Klein, 2019 ). At the most basic level, decisions must
be made about what is acceptable user-generated content be-
cause the design and governance of online platforms struc-
ture how users interact with one another (for recent discus-
sions of platform governance, see: Balkin, 2018; Roberts, 2018 ).
Platform governance, and the ethical issues it raises, are thus
an inevitable feature of providing platforms to users. For ex-
ample, a user’s right to free expression (autonomy and jus-
tice) often conflicts with, and may be limited by, other users’
rights to not be harmed by hate speech (non-maleficence)
( Balica, 2017 ; Banks, 2010 ). In turn, the degree to which re-
strictions on speech will be recognised as legitimate will also
depend on the characteristics of the platform, with private
platforms likely to attract stricter controls than public-facing
websites, forums, or social media networks ( Alonso, 2017 ;
Mangan, 2018 ). By extension, when end users publish infor-
mation on public-facing platforms using company property or
in the course of their employment, decisions about accept-
able speech will also turn on the importance of preventing
reputational harms (non-maleficence) ( Mangan, 2018 ). System
administrators may also be charged with surveillance func-
tions, documenting instances of inappropriate data access
and monitoring employee performance ( Lugaresi, 2010 ). Sys-
tem administrators must therefore balance competing inter-
ests in not harming end users through violating their privacy
(non-maleficence), enhancing the accountability of users for
their behaviour (explicability), and preventing social or finan-
cial harms to an organisation (non-maleficence). This balanc-
ing is further complicated by a risk that speech regulation
may have a perverse consequence of silencing meaningful
speech (autonomy) that benefits an organisation or commu-
nity (beneficence and justice) (i.e. the “chilling effects” of dig-
ital surveillance as observed by Penney (2016) ). 

Finally, system administrators are often responsible for
establishing and implementing an organisation’s ICT poli-
cies and procedures, including end user codes of conduct
( Wilk, 2016 ) and privacy policies, as part of achieving cyber-
security aims of secure data and system access. As such, sys-
tem administrators are faced with decisions about the sub-
stantive contents of ICT policies, the suitable scope of con-
sultation during policymaking processes (justice), and how
to ensure compliance (explicability). For example, to ensure
fairness and counteract bias, diverse representation across
the organisation should be involved in the creation and re-
view of such policies (justice), especially regarding ethically
sensitive policies around privacy. Yet the exact weight that
should be ascribed to different views remains contestable. The
elicited preferences of management and end users may con-
flict with expert advice about preventing harm to an organi-
sation (non-maleficence) or ensuring fairness in the enforce-
ment of codes of conduct ( procedural justice) (e.g. Shires, 2018 ;
Cowley and Greitzer, 2015 ). Similarly, if too much weight is as-
cribed to the decisions of automated cybersecurity systems
without adequate transparency (explicability), this may re-
duce perceptions of procedural legitimacy amongst end users
( Danaher, 2016 ). System administrators thus need to ensure
ICT policies are fair and arrived at through a just process (jus-
tice), are fit for purpose in preventing harm (non-maleficence)
and benefiting users (beneficence), allow room for individ-
ual choice where appropriate (autonomy), and are transparent
and justifiable (explicability). 

5. Implications and limitations 

The previous section has demonstrated that in common cy-
bersecurity contexts there exists conflicts between and within
different ethical principles (i.e. inter-principle and intra-
principle conflicts). The presence of such principled ethical
conflicts within the domain of civil and commercial cyberse-
curity practices highlights the importance of cultivating the
ethical sensitivity of those who work with ICTs. Indeed, our
consideration of comparatively mundane case studies, as op-
posed to matters of state cybersecurity, demonstrates how
ethical decision-making is an unavoidable aspect of the every-
day practices of cybersecurity and ICT professionals. Recog-
nising the unavoidably normative character of such decisions
is also important for illustrating the dangers of moral dis-
engagement amongst those trained and employed in science
and technology, where there is an observed tendency to adopt
purely technocratic modes of decision-making ( Cech, 2014 ;
Grosz et al., 2019 ). However, as our analysis shows, there are no
purely technocratic answers to many cybersecurity problems
and ignoring ethical dilemmas does not make them disappear.
For example, everyday decisions by system administrators to
engage in pen testing or the use of ethical worms to minimise
harm can undermine user autonomy, while simply displacing
responsibility for cybersecurity onto users directly risks exac-
erbating problems of justice. The cybersecurity domain is thus
fraught with ethical conflicts and trade-offs, problematising
attempts to technocratically outsource decision-making to al-
gorithms. Rather than attempt to resolve such conflicts here,
which requires good judgement and depends on the speci-
ficity of cases, we have instead demonstrated how the five
principles in our framework can expose the full range of these
often-neglected ethical conflicts to sensitise practitioners to
their presence. 

Clearly, there is a need for ethical guidance in this area.
Various IT professional societies, such as the ACM and the In-
stitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), provide a
Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct for their members.
We now demonstrate how our five ethical principles can be
mapped on to these codes, which shows both how our frame-
work can provide a principlist underpinning for such codes and
how these codes can provide complementary details on top of
our principles. For example, the IEEE (2020) Code of Ethics has
a strong emphasis on professional behaviour and includes
10 principles. These include a focus on: non-maleficence (e.g.
principle 1 on holding “paramount the safety, health, and wel-
fare of the public…, [and] protect[ing] the privacy of others”);
autonomy and justice (e.g. principle 7 on treating “all persons
fairly and with respect” and not engaging in unjust “discrim-
ination”); and explicability in the form of the responsibility
to outline conflicts of interest (principle 3), engage in profes-
sional development and diligence (e.g. principle 5 on seeking
and offering “honest criticism of technical work”), and sup-
port adherence to the code (principle 10). Overall, the focus
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f this code is more on avoiding harms rather than on do- 
ng good (beneficence). Covering all computing professionals,
he ACM (2018) Code of Ethics includes seven general ethi- 
al principles (numbered 1.1 to 1.7), nine professional respon- 
ibilities (numbered 2.1 to 2.9) that largely concern compe- 
ent conduct of duties (2.1 - 2.6), seven professional leadership 

rinciples (numbered 3.1–3.7) and two principles for compli- 
nce with the code. These ( ACM, 2018 ) map onto our princi- 
les as follows: non-maleficence (1.2 “Avoid harm”; 1.6 “Re- 
pect privacy”; 2.5 risk analysis; 2.9 “robustly and useably se- 
ure” systems; 3.6 & 3.7 “Use care” in changing and integrat- 
ng systems), beneficence (1.1 “Contribute to society and to 
uman well-being”, 3.1 “Ensure public good”, 3.2 “Enhance 
uality of working life”), justice (1.4 “Be fair” and do not “dis- 
riminate”; 1.7 “honour confidentiality”; 2.3 “Respect existing 
ules”), autonomy (1.5 “Respect the work” of others; 2.8 Autho- 
ised/essential access; 3.5 “Create opportunities”), and expli- 
ability (1.3 “Be honest and trustworthy” and be accountable 
nd transparent; 2.7 “Foster public awareness”; 3.2 “Articulate 
ocial responsibilities”). However, it should be noted that cer- 
ain clauses could map onto more than one principle, such 

s 2.9 “robustly and useably secure” systems which we have 
laced under non-maleficence given its primary focus on ro- 
ust security to avoid harm but which could also belong under 

ustice given its focus on usability as well. 
More specific Codes of Ethics for cybersecurity profession- 

ls also exist. For example, the Information Systems Security 
ssociation (ISSA) outlines a Code of Ethics with six princi- 
les. These principles ( ISSA, 2007 ) cover: justice (e.g. acting in 

accordance with all applicable laws”and maintaining “appro- 
riate confidentiality”), non-maleficence (e.g. not intention- 
lly injuring the reputations of “colleagues, clients, or employ- 
rs”), and explicability (e.g. avoiding conflicts of interest and 

ischarging “professional responsibilities with diligence and 

onesty”). However, the code does not explicitly consider re- 
pecting (autonomy) and benefiting others (beneficence), and 

hile the code requires acting in accordance with “the highest 
thical principles” ( ISSA, 2007 ), it does not provide guidance as 
o how conflicts between different ethical principles are to be 
alanced and how the code is to be applied in practice. 

While such codes have various uses and provide important 
etails ( Shanley and Johnstone, 2015 ), the evidence of the ef- 
ectiveness of ethical codes at improving moral behaviour is 

ixed, with some studies showing exposure to codes of con- 
uct can reduce unethical decisions while other studies show 

o significant effect ( McNamara et al., 2018 , p. 730). In any case,
uch codes do not relieve cybersecurity professionals of the 
eed to make informed ethical judgments of their own, or pro- 
ide guidance on dealing with ethical “grey” areas or conflicts 
ithin the code (( Hess, 2019 ). To engage in independent eth- 

cal reasoning, cybersecurity professionals need to be aware 
f the ethical principles, such as those outlined here, that un- 
erlie more detailed ethical guidelines and codes of conduct 
nd be able to make their own ethical judgments based on 

wareness of the relevant ethical principles in common sce- 
arios (as outlined in Section 4 ). For example, through being 
ensitised to the underlying ethical principles an individual 
an evaluate the entire ACM Code of Conduct (including pro- 
essional responsibilities and leadership) according to these 
rinciples, as was done above, and use similar reasoning to 
dentify what ethical issues are raised when faced with a novel 
ilemma in practice. These principles can thus help to sensi- 
ise ICT professionals to the range of underlying ethical prin- 
iples implicit in such codes. 

The unavoidably ethical character of cybersecurity deci- 
ion making highlights the importance of developing a nor- 
ative framework that is suitable for the domain and has 

een developed specifically to help ensure that cybersecurity 
rofessionals become “aware that there is a moral problem 

hen it exists” ( Rest et al., 1999 , p. 101). Indeed, in contrast
o the high levels of abstraction required for the direct appli- 
ation of consequentialist, deontological, or virtue-orientated 

heories, principlist frameworks provide a more suitable foun- 
ation for the moral education of cybersecurity profession- 
ls accustomed to structured frameworks of problem-solving 
 Beever and Brightman, 2016 ). Such a structured approach 

o cybersecurity ethics allows for the systematic detection 

nd naming of ethical conflicts, without impeding subsequent 
exibility in forming context-sensitive ethical judgments. The 
ramework thus provides a domain-orientated language for 
ncouraging moral deliberation within cybersecurity training 
nd educational contexts and highlights how the five ethi- 
al principles interact with one another in real-world con- 
exts. These skills might be cultivated through cybersecu- 
ity ethics training programs embedded within organisation- 
ased training or tertiary education curricula ( Wilk, 2016 ). The 
se of serious games for ethical training is another promising 
venue for cybersecurity ethics training ( Hendrix et al., 2016 ; 
taines et al., 2019 ; Richards et al., 2020 ). 

There are five important limitations of our paper. First,
e intentionally excluded the consideration of cases of in- 

ernational state cyberwarfare and state cybersurveillance. In- 
eed, there are unique ethical issues associated with how ma- 

icious state actors complicate the balance between physi- 
al and cyber security within a state and the privacy of citi- 
ens ( Manjikian, 2018 ; Nissenbaum, 2005 ). However, these eth- 
cal issues are beyond the scope of most cybersecurity pro- 
essionals working in the private sector, and therefore they 
ere not considered here. Further research could extend our 
pproach to include such issues. Second, since we have pri- 
arily focused here on the value of a principlist framework 

or cultivating ethical sensitivity within a cybersecurity con- 
ext, future research is necessary to demonstrate the util- 
ty of the framework for also cultivating reasonable ethical 
udgement amongst cybersecurity professionals. Such research 

ight examine how the framework can be applied in cy- 
ersecurity education and training contexts to assist profes- 
ionals in resolving controversial cases by balancing compet- 
ng principles. Third, the adoption of a principlist framework 
tructured around domain-specific case studies, to the ex- 
lusion of general moral frameworks such as consequential- 
sm, deontological ethics, and virtue ethics, should be recog- 
ised as (in part) a practical trade-off for pedagogical purposes 
 Beever and Brightman, 2016 ; Bulger, 2007 ). By their nature, the
rinciples chosen for the framework (as with all principlist 
rameworks) are derived from common-sense intuitions that 
re more comprehensively elucidated by those more general 
oral theories ( Beauchamp and Childress, 2001 , p. 389). Fu- 

ure work could explore the derivation of our principles from 

hose general theories. Fourth, even mid-level principles re- 
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tain a certain degree of abstraction. To address this, future
work could involve the development of detailed guidelines
that follow from the principles outlined here, although such
guidelines do not remove the need for ethical sensitivity and
principled ethical reasoning. Fifth, given the mixed evidence
about the effectiveness of codes of conduct at improving ethi-
cal behaviour ( McNamara et al., 2018 , p. 730), the effectiveness
of our principles for helping ICT professionals to recognise
ethical issues and conflicts in cybersecurity contexts needs
empirical verification. 

6. Conclusion 

While the financial importance of cybersecurity is becom-
ing increasingly recognised, the important ethical issues that
cybersecurity raises are less well understood. In this paper
we have sought to address this shortcoming through the in-
troduction of a principlist ethical framework for cybersecu-
rity that builds on existing work in adjacent fields of ap-
plied ethics. The present framework involves the first domain-
relevant specification of the five ethical principles of benef-
icence, non-maleficence, autonomy, justice, and explicability
in a cybersecurity context. This principlist framework allows
us to identify a range of inter-principle and intra-principle
ethical conflicts in cybersecurity, while both avoiding principle
proliferation and effectively integrating with principlist ap-
proaches widely used in related areas of applied ethics. We il-
lustrated these ethical trade-offs through exploring four com-
mon cybersecurity scenarios: penetration testing, DDoS at-
tacks, ransomware, and system administration. These exam-
ples help to map out the variety of ethical trade-offs that cy-
bersecurity professionals can face in their work and demon-
strates the usefulness of the framework as a basis for train-
ing aimed at improving the ethical sensitivity of cybersecurity
professionals and other stakeholders. 
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